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Instructions for Steel Self propel Wheelchair 

 

     

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arm release pull 

Fold away armrest lever 

Quick release wheels 

Brake lever 

Footrest Pegs 

Footrest 
Footrest adjustment bolt 

Fold down back lever 

It is important that this manual is read and understood before using your wheelchair. 
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How to Operate Your Self Propelled Wheelchair 

Your wheelchair dealer can assist you in making adjustments and provide you with operational 
information.  

To open the chair, tilt to one side and push down on seat rails. 

Lift back support to upright position. The lock to secure the back will engage automatically. To fold 
down and store, press levers on locks simultaneously and carefully fold down the back support.  

To attach footrests, align the holes on the footrest arm with the pegs on the frame of the Wheelchair. 
(See Diagram)  

To adjust the length of the footrests, loosen the bolt on the telescopic tube shaft. Tighten securely after 
adjustment. The lowest part of the footrest should not be less than 2 1/2 inches from the ground to 
permit proper clearance.  

To remove the Swing-away footrest, release the lock. Swing outward and rearward. Simply lift up and 
off to remove the footrest.  

To lift the arms press lever and lift 

To fold the wheelchair lift the footplates to the vertical position or remove them. 
Grip the front edge of the seat upholstery and pull upwards the wheelchair will come  
together. 
 
  
 

To remove rear wheels   

To remove back wheels, push in axle button and while depressed, pull wheel away from frame. To 
install, simply push wheel onto axle until you hear a “click”. Pull on wheel to be sure it is locked into 
position.  
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Warning                                     

Safety  

Do not exceed the wheelchairs weight capacity 113kg (250 lbs) 

Ensure that the brakes are clean and adjusted correctly 

Ensure tyres are correctly inflated to 65 p.s.i. 

Do not attempt to lift the wheelchair by the armrests or leg rests if the are they removable type    

Before entering or leaving the chair, engage both wheel brakes against the tyres on both rear wheels. 
Make sure the front castors are in the forward position before transferring into or out of the chair.  

Do not move forward on the seat while leaning forward out of the chair. If it is absolutely necessary to 
do so, make sure the front castors are in the forward position. If you are picking an object up from the 
floor, go past the object, and then go backwards. The castors will then swing to the forward position.  

Leaning out of the transport chair without proper assistance could cause tipping.  

Do not step on the foot plates when transferring, as this could cause tipping. 

Do not fix any restraints to the wheels of the wheelchair 

Warning: 

You should consult your supplier for correct techniques on ramp negotiations. 
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Maintaining Your Wheelchair  

Proper care and maintenance is important in order to keep your wheelchair in good working condition. 
Be sure that your chair is in proper working condition at all times. A qualified dealer or repair centre 
should be consulted for periodic inspections and repairs.  

1. At least once a week, wipe off paintwork using a clean soft cloth. If the chair is exposed to moisture, 
dry the chair immediately. The metal parts of the chair should be polished once a month with an 
auto wax.  

2. Clean the upholstery with a mild soap solution, rinse and wipe dry. Worn or torn upholstery should 
be replaced promptly as it may not support your body weight.  

3. Inspect the wheels at least once a month. Correct any side play by loosening the lock nut on the 
axle, then tighten the axle just enough to remove side play.  

4. Inspect rear tyres for signs of wear.  
5. Solid rubber tyres require limited upkeep, but need to be cleaned periodically with a damp cloth. 

Solid rubber tyres need to be replaced if they become cracked or severely worn.  
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WARRANTY 
Byn-to Limited warrants to the original retail purchaser for those periods set forth below that all new products shall be free from failure 

caused by defects in material and workmanship when used under normal conditions in a normal manner. The obligation of the company 

under this warranty consists only of repairing or replacing, at the company's option, any part, which is proved to be defective in 

material or factory workmanship. The company reserves the right to require the return of defective material to verify the claim. All 

costs, such as labour, transportation, and loss of use, associated with the replacement of defective parts and components are not 

covered under this warranty.  

 

TERMS OF WARRANTY 

The product is warranted for a period of twelve (12) months from date of purchase by original user. If used commercially, the warranty 

is ninety (90) days from date of purchase by the original purchaser. If the product is rented or otherwise used as a demonstrator, the 

warranty period begins on the date of invoice. Repair parts are warranted for a period of ninety (90) days from date of purchase. 

Replacement parts used in warranty repairs are warranted for a period of ninety (90) days or the balance of the warranty period, 

whichever is longer.  

  

WARRANTY EXCLUSIONS 

1.   ABS plastic housings and footrest covers (wear items and not warranted). 

2.   Tyres (wear items and not warranted). 

3.   Decoration and bulbs (wear items and not warranted). 

4.   Self repair or replacement parts without permission by the manufacturer. 

5.   Damaged parts resulting from an accident. 

6.   Damage caused by improper operation, maintenance or storage. 

7.   Damage caused by commercial use or use other than normal. 

  

  

CONDITIONS WHICH WILL VOID THE WARRANTY 

This warranty will be void if the product has been subjected to negligence, abuse, misuse, accidental damage, improper operation, 

improper maintenance, or improper storage. The warranty is also void if damage is due to unauthorised modifications or alterations.  

  

DISCLAIMER 

THIS WARRANTY IS MADE IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, IMPLIED OR EXPRESSED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF 

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Bin-To LIMITED FURTHER DISCLAIMS LIABILITY FOR INCIDENTAL OR 

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES TO INCLUDE BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PERSONAL INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE ARISING FROM ANY 

DEFECT IN THE PRODUCT. 
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Byn-to Ltd 
25 Bedgrove 

Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire 
HP21 7BQ 

 United Kingdom 
 

T: 0845 602 5565 
W: www.bin-to.co.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Byn-to Ltd reserves the right to change their specifications without prior notice. 


